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CONNECTIONS ON HIGHER ORDER PRINCIPAL 
PROLONGATIONS 

PETR VASIK 

ABSTRACT . We introduce geometric constructions of connections on higher order 
principal prolongations of a principal bundle. We discuss the differences between 
connections on non-holonomic, semiholonomic and holonomic principal prolonga
tions, respectively 

INTRODUCTION 

Let Mfm be the category of m-dimensional manifolds and local diffeomorphisms, 
TM be the category of fibred manifolds and fiber respecting mappings and TMm<a 

be the category of fibred manifolds with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibres 
and locally invertible fiber respecting mappings. 

Consider a principal bundle P —> M. It is well known that the r-th principal 
prolongation WrP of P has many applications in differential geometry. For example, if 
E is an arbitrary fiber bundle associated to P, then the r-th order jet prolongation JrE 
of E is associated to WrP. The gauge-natural bundle functor Wr plays a fundamental 
role also in in the theory of gauge-natural bundles. By [7], every gauge-natural bundle 
is a fibre bundle associated to the bundle WrP for certain order r. 

I. Kolaf and G. Virsik have studied connections on the first principal prolongation 
WXP, [9]. The aim of this paper is to describe constructions of connections on princi
pal prolongations of higher order. Quite analogously to higher order jet spaces, we will 
distinguish between non-holonomic, semiholonomic and holonomic principal prolonga
tions VVrP, W P and VVrP, respectively. Clearly, for r = 1 all these prolongations 
coincide. 

It turns out that geometric constructions of connections on higher order principal 
prolongations are closely related to the prolongation of general connections. That is 
why we also study constructions of general connections on jet prolongations of a fibred 
manifold Y —> M. In Section 2 we recall some important constructions from this 
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area and introduce the iteration method for the construction of general connections 
on non-holonomic jet prolongations JrY —> M of a fibred manifold Y —» M. 

Section 3 is devoted to connections on higher order principal prolongations of a 
principal bundle P —> M. We show that an important role will be played by the 
Ehresmann prolongation of a connection. We introduce some constructions of connec
tions on WrP1 W P and WrP, respectively. We also show that connections on WrP 
correspond to non-holonomic connections of order (r -F 1) on P. 

All manifolds and mappings are assumed to be infinitely differentiable. 

1. FOUNDATIONS 

Let p : Y -> M and p : Y —*• M be two fibred manifolds and s > r < q be 
three integers. We recall that two morphisms / ,g : Y —> Y with the base maps 
/ ,g : M —> M determine the same (r, s,q)-jet jr's'qf = jyS'qg at y G y , p(y) = x, if 

fyf=fy9, fy(f\yX)=fy(9\YX), fxf_ = fx9-

Further, a bundle functor G on TM is said to be of the order (r, 8, q) if jr's'qf = jyS'qg 
implies Gf \ GyY = Gg \ GyY. Then the integer q is called the base order, s is called 
the fiber order and r is called the total order of G. 

It is well known that product preserving functors can be expressed in the terms 
of Weil algebras. The most important result from this field is that each product 
preserving functor F on Mf is a Weil functor F = TA determined by the Weil algebra 
A. Then the iteration TAoTB of two Weil functors corresponds to the tensor product 
A ® B of Weil algebras and natural transformations TA —> TB are in bijection with 
algebra homomorphisms A —> B. 

Let F be a natural bundle on Mfm. The F-vertical functor is a bundle functor VF 

on TMm<a defined by 

VFY=\jF(Yx), VFf=\jF(fx), 
x€M x€M 

where fx is the restriction and corestriction of / : Y —• Y over / : M —> M to the 
fibers Yx and Yf(x). Clearly, if the order of F is 5, then the order of VF is (0,8,0). 
For the tangent bundle F = T we obtain the classical vertical bundle denoted by V. 
M. Doupovec and W. M. Mikulski have recently proved 

Theorem 1.1. Let G be a bundle functor on TMm,n. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 

(a) The order of G is (0,8,0) for some s. 
(b) The base order of G is zero. 
(c) G is naturally equivalent to some F-vertical functor VF. 
.(d) There is an TMm^n-natural operator transforming connections onY —• M into 

connections on GY —• M. 

It is well known that an arbitrary bundle functor G on TMm<n admits a natural 
operator transforming connections on Y —• M into connections on GY —• M by means 
of an auxiliary higher order linear connection on M, see [1], [7]. By Theorem 1.1, if 
the base order of G is not zero, then the use of such a higher order linear connection 
is unavoidable. 
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Denote by JrY —> M the r-th jet prolongation^ of a fibred manifold p : Y —> M. 
Recall that the r-th non-holonomic prolongation JrY of Y is defined by iteration 

JlY = JlY, JrY = Jl(Jr~lY -* M) . 

In what follows, Jry will be called the r-th holonomic prolongation of Y. Clearly, 
we have an inclusion JrY C JrY given by j r 7 H-> jl(f~lr)). Further, the r-th semi-
holonomic prolongation TY C JrY is defined by the following induction. We set 
J Y = JlY and assume wejiave T Y C Jr-1Y such that the restriction of the 
projection (3r„i : Jr~lY —> Jr~2Y maps J r Y into Jr Y. Then we can construct 
JxpT^ : J 1 7 " V -+ JlT~2Y and define 

T F = {A G J ^ " V ; /?r(4) = J'Pr-M) e T"V} . 

Clearly, we have JrY C J Y C J rY . Considering the product fibred manifold M x 
N —> M, we can define the non-holonomic and semiholonomic jet spaces by 

Jr(M, N) := Jr(M x N --> M), T (M, N) := T(M x N -> M) . 

In general, an r-th order non-holonomic connection on Y is a section r : Y —> JrF. 
Such a connection is called semiholonomic or holonomic, if it has values in J Y or in 
Jry, respectively. Given two higher order connections T : Y —> JrY and T : V —> JSY, 
the product of T and T is the (r -F 8)-th order connection T * T : F —> Jr+sy defined 
by 

r * r = JTor. 
If both T and T are of_the first order, then F * T : Y —> J2Y is semiholonomic if and 
only if F = F and T * T is holonomic if and only if T is curvature-free, [5], [11], 

Considering a connection T : Y —> J1^, we can define an r-th order connection 
T(r-i) :Y->JrY by 

rw := r * r = J!r o r , r^-1) := r(r~2) * r = J^^-^ o r . 

The connection T^-1^ is called the (r — l)-st prolongation of T in the sense of Ehres-
mann. By [5], the values of T^-1^ lie in the semiholonomic prolongation J Y and 
r^r_1^ is holonomic if and only if T is curvature free, [11]. 

Given a principle bundle P —> M with a structure group G, one can define principal 
r-th order connections on P as G-invariant sections P —> JrP, [11]. Let dimM = m. 
The r-th order principal prolongation WrP of a principal bundle P —> M is defined 
as the space of all r-jets at (0, e) € Km x G of all local principal bundle isomorphisms 
Em x G -> P, where e e G denotes the unit, [7]. Denoting by PrM the r-th order 
frame bundle, we have the natural identification 

(1) WrP = PrMxMJrP. 

Further, WrP —> M is a principal bundle with the structure group W^G = JLs(Rm x 
G,Mm x G)(o,-), which coincides with the semidirect product 

(2) WmG = GmxTmG. 

Here Gr
m = inv J0

r(Km,Rm)0 and T^G = J0
r(Km,G). If we replace holonomic jets by 

non-holonomic or semiholonomic ones, we obtain the non-holonomic or semiholonomic 
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principal prolongations WrP and W F, respectively. Quite analogously to (1), (2) we 
have 

WrP = PrM xM JrP, WP = TM xMTP 

and 

W^G^G^xT^G, WmG = Gm^rmG. 

Moreover, we have a natural identification 

WriWsP) = Wr+sP 

of principal bundle structures with corresponding structure groups. 

2. PROLONGATION OF GENERAL CONNECTIONS 

2.1. Description of operators P(V, A) and Jl{T, A). We recall that a linear r-th 
order connection on M means a linear base preserving morphism A : TAJ —> JrTM 
satisfying 7TQ o T = idrM, where nk denotes the canonical projection of r-jets onto 
k-jets. Clearly, for r = 1 this is the classical linear connection on M. By [6], there is a 
bijection between the linear r-th order connections on M and the principal connections 
on PrM. 

By [7], there are two well known geometric constructions transforming a connection 
T : Y —> JlY and a classical linear connection A : TM —> JlTM into a connection 
on JlY —» M. First, denote by VY : VY —> JlVY the vertical prolongation of T 
and by A* : T*M -* JlT*M the dual connection of A. Since JlY —> Y is an affine 
bundle with the associated vector bundle VY ® T*M> the section T determines an 
identification Ir : JlY w VY ® T*Af. Then the composition 

(3) j - y _ZL+ y y ® r M - ^ X J1 VT ® JxT*Af ^ ^ » J 1 JlY 

determines a connection F(V,A) on JlY —> M. Let (x\j/p,s/f = §*£) be local co
ordinates on J1/^ and denote by Kl = dx% the induced coordinates on the tangent 
bundle TM. If the equations of T are dyp = F[(x,y) dxl and the equations of A are 
dXl = AJfcXMx*, then the connection P(V, A) has equations: 

(4) dyp = Fp{x,y)dxi 

/f)Fv F)FP dFp \ (5) dy> = vt + %*!~ frW~^ + (i^"*M>)dxJ• 
On the other hand, consider the r-th order linear connection I!: TM —> JrTM, the 

lifting map 7 : YxMTM -> TF of T and its r-th jet extension J r 7 : J T xMJrTM -> 
J rTY\ Denoting by /x-. : J T F -> T J T the flow natural transformation from [10], 
[7], the composition 

(6) JrY xMTM - ^ - ^ JrY xM JrTM -^U JrTY - ^ T J r y 
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is the lifting map of a connection on JrY —» M, which will be denoted by Jr (.T, E). For 
r = 1 we obtain a connection JX(T,A) on JlY —> M with the coordinate expression 

(7) dy» = F[(x,y)dxi 

If A : TM —> JlTM is the conjugate connection of A, then we have the following 
result, [7]: 

Proposition 2.1. P(V,A) = Jl(T,A) if and only ifT is curvature free. 

2.2. The flow prolongation C/(r,E). The connection Jr(T, E) is a particular case 
of the following general construction. Let G : TMm<a —> TM be an arbitrary bundle 
functor of the base order q. Then the couple of a connection T : Y —> J1/^ and a g-th 
order linear connection E : TM —> JqTM induces a connection <?(r, E) on GY —» Af 
in the following way. Take a vector field X on M and denote by TX : V —> TV its 
T-lift. The flow prolongation G(TX) of such a vector field gives rise to a map 

G(TX) :GYxM JqTM -• TGY, 

which is linear in the second factor, see [8]. Then the composition G(TX) o (id xME) : 
GY xM TM -> TGY is the lifting map of a connection £(V, E) on GY -> M. In what 
follows the connection (?(r, E) will be called the flow prolongation of T by means of 
E. Clearly, for G = Jr we obtain the connection Jr(T,T,) on Jry —> M, which was 
constructed above and for G = Jr we get a connection Jr(T, E) on Jry —> M. 

2.3. Iteration method for higher order non-holonomic prolongation. Obvi
ously, the r-th non-holonomic prolongation JrYjs defined by iteration. The same 
method can be used to construct connections on JrF -» M. Consider a natural oper
ator A transforming a connection r on Y —> M and a linear connection A on M into 
a connection -4(F, A) on JlY -> M. Write 

A1(T)A) = A(T,A) 

A2(T, A) = A(AX(T,A),A) 

Ar(T,A) = A(Ar.l(T,A),A). 

Then -4r(r, A) is a connection on JrF —• M. 
Let us now consider the case r = 2. Applying the above iteration process to the 

connections P(I \ A) and Jl{T, A) on JlY —> M, we obtain the following connections 
on J2Y -+ M : 

P(P(r,A),A), ^(^(r.AJ.A), P{Jl{T,A)yA) and Jx(P(r,A),A). 
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For example, to obtain the connection P(P(r,A),A), the composition (3) should be 
replaced with 

(9) J2y _ ^ 1 > VJiY ® TM VP(r'A)®A ' , jiyj'Y ® ^ T * M 

^J1{VJ1Y9T*M) J'lIpirMr\ jiJ2Y, 

where Ip(r,A) is the identification of the affine bundle J2Y —> JlY with the asso
ciated vector bundle VJlY ® T*AI. Quite analogously to (6), the lifting map of 
J1(^ r l(r ,A),A)isoftheform 

(10) J2Y xM TM ^*-> J2Y'xM J-TM J l 7 j l ( r 'A ) ) JlTJlY -iU TJ2Y, 

where 7ji(r,A) is the lifting map of the connection ^ ( r , A). Quite analogously we 
obtain the remaining mixed operators. 

The above iteration process is not the only way to construct a connection on J2Y —• 
M. Indeed, Jaking a second order linear connection A : TAI -» J2TAI, we have a 
connection J2(T, A) on J2Y —> AI. In the rest of this section we find the coordinate 
expression of the connection v72(r, A) on the second holonomic prolongation J2Y —> 
AI. Denoting by X1 = dx\ X) = § £ , X)k = -^^ the induced coordinates on J2TAI, 
the equations of A are 

dK* = Ai
jkX

jdxk , dX) = K)klX
kdxl. 

Putting r = 2 and E = A into (6), we obtain the lifting map of J2(T, A). To find 
equations of the flow natural transformation /i2 : J2TY —• TJ2Y from [7],[10], it is 
useful to use another geometric construction of this map, which was recently introduced 
by I. Kolaf, [3]. Let (x\ y\ X* = dx\ Y? = djf, y\, y%, X), Kj„ Yf, Y$) be the induced 
coordinates on J2TY and denote by 

(*>*.* = %>tii = ^ j > * = <-**.-" = W = d» f , ^ = d^.) 

the coordinates on TJ2Y. Using [3], we find directly 

(11) ^ ( x ' . ^ X ' . Y ^ y f . y f ^ X ' . X J f c , ^ , ^ ) 

-= (*',yp,y\.»&, *\ Y*,~7 - xfy~, Y* - x'fi - y%x* - ^x}). 

Then the equations of ^ ( r . A ) are (7), (8) and 

d*Иðï« 
d2Fl d2Fp

k q d2Fp
k q d2Fp

k q r 

dxi dx^yi"3 dytdx^1 dy*dyr 

dFt . (dFf 8Ff . p\kl 

+ &+§y'-^+(F'-y^Adxk 

3. PROLONGATION OF PRINCIPAL CONNECTIONS 

In what follows all connections are supposed to be principal. 
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3.1. Connections on the first principal prolongation WlP. Let Y : P —> JlP 
be a connection on P -* M and A : PlM —> JlPlM be a linear connection. By [9], T 
and A induce the connection p{Y, A) on KV!P —• M, which is defined in the following 
way. First, we define a subspace 

R{Y) := PlM xM T{P) C PlM xMJlP = WlP. 

This is a reduction of the principal bundle WlP —> M to the subgroup G^ x i(G) C 
IV^G, where i is an injection G <-* T^G. Therefore R{Y) can be identified with 
PlM xM P and the product connection A x Y on P1M xM P can be identified with a 
connection in R{Y). Finally, this connection can be uniquely extended into a connec
tion p{Y, A) in WlP. 

On the other hand, the couple (r, A) induces the connection Wl{Y, A) on WlP —> M 
by means of the flow prolongation. 

3.2. Construction of connections on non-holonomic principal 
prolongations WrP. 

I. First, given two connections r : P —> Jr+1P and A : PrM —• JlPrM, we can 
construct a connection 

(12) > W r , A ) : WrP^JlWrP, 

for the groupoid form see also [4]. Let us denote by Y\ := 7rr+1T : P —> JrP the 
underlying connection of order r, where 7rr+1 : Jr+1P —> JrP is the projection. Write 

P(Vi) := P rA/ x M Ti(P) C PrM xM JrP = WrP. 

One finds easily, that R{T\) is a reduction of the principal bundle WrP to the subgroup 
G'm x i{G) C Wr

mG, where ^ : G -> 7^G is an injection. As every Y{v) G Jr+1P can 
be considered as an element of J1JrP over T\{v), we obtain in such a way a map 

y : R{TX) -> JxPrA/ xM JlJrP = Jx(PrM xM JrP) = ^ ^ P 

defined by 
<p{u,rx{v)) = (A(u),r(v)) for (u,i;) G PrAf x M P . 

Then ^ is right invariant and thus it can be extended into the connection on WrP, 
which will be denoted by x r+i(r,A). 
II. Now let T : P -> JlP be a connection on P -> A/ and A : PrAJ -^ JxPrAf be a 
connection on PrAJ. Using (12) and the Ehresmann prolongation of Y, we have the 
connection 

(13) p r ( r ,A):=x r + i ( r ( r ) ,A) 

on lV rP -+ M. 
III. Suppose we have a connection Y : P —> J!P and an r-th order connection 
A : TM —• JrTM. Then the flow prolongation of T with respect to A induces the 
connection VV(T, A) on WrP -> M. 
IV. Further, quite analogouslyjbo the non-holonomic jet prolongation JrY —> M, we 
can construct connections on WrP —> M by means of iteration. Indeed, we have 
W\P = xyip a n d Wrp = wl{Wr'lP). Starting from connections T : P -> JXP, 
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A : PlM -* JlP1M and using the basic operators p(T, A) and Wl(F, A) on WlP, we 
have the following connections on W2P : 

p(p(r,A)-A)- p^^AJ.A) , W!(p(r,A),A) and W^W^^AJ.A). 

Obviously, such an iteration process can be applied for an arbitrary order r. 

3.3. Construction of connections on semiholonomic principal prolongations 
WP. 

I. Given two principal connections T : P -> JXP and A : T^M —> J^M we construct 
a connection 

(14) p r ( r , A ) : W r P - ^ J 1 T V r P . 

Denote by r ( r _ 1 ) : P -+ JrP the Ehresmann prolongation of T. By Section 1, this 
connection has values in TP. Further, T(r) : P —• Jr+1P is of the form 

p(r) = p(r-l) * p = jlr(r-l) Q p . p _> j ^ p # 

This yields that for u G P , rM(v) G T + 1 P is the element of JlTP over r(r-1}(i;) G 
TP. Write 

p(r(r"1}) := FAf xM r(r-x)(P) c F M XM TP = WP. 

Quite analogously to the non-holonomic principal prolongation we prove that P(r ( r _ 1 )) 
is a reduction of WP to the subgroup G^ x i(G) C WmG, where i is the injection of 
G into T^G. Then we can define a map 

tp : R(T{r-l)) -> J^M x M JlTP = JlWP 

by 

V(i i ir^1)(t ;)) = (A(ti)>rW(t;)). 

This defines a connection pr(T, A) on W P —> M. 
II. Let T : P —• JXP be a connection and A : TM —• JrTM be an r-th order linear 
connection on M. Using the flow prolongation of T with respect to A, we have the 
connection W(T, A) on WP -* M. 

3.4. Construction of connections on holonomic principal 
prolongations WrP. 

I. Let r : P —• JlP and A : PrM —• JlPrM be principal connections and suppose 
that T is curvature-free. By [11], the Ehresmann prolongation r^""1^ : P —• JrP is 
holonomic. Quite analogously to the connection (14) from 3.3 we can construct the 
connection p r(r , A) : WrP -> JlWrP. 
II. The flow prolongation of T : P —> JlP with respect to an r-th order linear connec
tion A : TM -> JrTA/ defines the connection Wr(T, A) on lV rP -> M. 
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3.5. Properties and identifications. First, given a couple of connections (A,V), 
where A : PrM -> JlPrM and V : P -> J r + 1 P , we have shown the construction of 
a connection x r + 1 (r,A) on WrP. On the other hand, let Q : WrP -> JlWrP be a 
connection. We are going to find a couple (A,T), which corresponds to fi. 

Write pi : WrP -> PrM and p2 : WrP -> P for the projections and set 

A:=Pln, r:=p2n. 
Then A is the connection on PrM and T is the connection on P. Furthermore, consider 
the Ehresmann prolongation F ( r _ 1 ) : P —> JrP. For (u,v) G PrM xM P we have 

Q(uJlr'x){v)) G JlWrP=JlPrM xMJlJrP. 

The second projection pr2 yields 

(15) pr2n(u,T{r-1\v)) G JlJrP = Jr+lP. 

One verifies directly that this is independent of u. Hence (15) determines a map 

W :P->Jr+1P. 

Obviously, this map is G-invariant, so it is an (r -f l)-st order connection on P. We 
have proved 

Proposition 3.1. The mapping fi i-» (PiO, f2*) determines a bisection between the 
connections on WrP and the couples consisting of the connection on PrM and the 
non-holonomic connection of order (r -f 1) on P. 

We have 

Corollary 3.1. Let pr(T,A) be the connection (13) on WrP. Then we have 
(p r(r, A))* = F ( r ; . In particular, for r = 1 we obtain (p(r, A))* = T * T. 
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